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Maker A
“ Ingeniously simple, deceptively strong, and

absolutely urban . . . Versteel has taken the
Maker Project another step ahead with an
aesthetic A frame for work and play. ”

fraMes | Maker A tables consist of welded end
assemblies (A’s) which are then bolted to cross rails
for strength and support. Glides are incorporated
into each leg for leveling on uneven surfaces.
Specify table heights of 29" (standard), 36" (counter),
and 42" (stand-up) with rectangular, square, or round
tops (or a custom shape if that’s what you like).

The blueprint for community starts with Maker A!

Tables are standard with Studio Steel™ and ship KD
for easy assembly.

options | To power, or not to power, that is the
question . . . as it’s really just a simple table with
some simple options.
Decide where and how much power you want, then
decide if you want to manage your cords via an
oversized wire management trough or with simpler
self-adhesive cable hooks.
Whatever you decide, an uncool table will never be
an option if you specify Maker A.

speCify | Maker bases always look great with clear
Matte, Satin, or Crystal powder coats, but you can also
choose from our extensive offering of standard Versteel
powder coats.
Create distinctive tables for your spaces by matching
Maker A frames with tops of butcher block, laminate,
veneer, or solid surface.
Use our comprehensive catalog of top finishes to bring
added character to your project.

Maker A by Versteel

design | Form and function are unified in every Versteel product. Create | Individualize your specification with
a multitude of finish and material options. versteel | Get the strength and durability that will last a lifetime!

product testing standards

All Versteel products are designed to exceed all applicable ANSI/BIFMA standards for safety and performance.
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